
This innovative mask shields your face two ways:
•  It acts as a barrier for your face- from your touching your face, and any other 
   direct particle contact.

•  It keeps your own saliva and mucus contained within your personal space.

These are cost effective and environmentally friendly. They are made 
with all natural paper fibers, and they can be recycled when disposed.

•  The benefits of social distancing, in closer spaces.

•  Readily available for any type of public contact, to reduce contagion.

•  Store a few in your car, office, locker, toolbox, kitchen or bathroom drawers.

•  Great for use when cleaning, shopping, or in other public spaces.

•  Works with glasses, adjustable to fit different  
   face sizes-  one size fits all.

The Superior Defense Mask acts as a personal face shield.

Keep your employees 
and customers safe

superiordefense@sbpack.com
www.superiordefensemask.com

Superior Packaging and Finishing 
120 Campanelli Drive Braintree, MA 02184 



In mid-March, an Italian printing and manufacturing company, Grafica Veneta, began 
manufacturing face shields for low-risk citizens.

This effort to combat the spread of COVID-19 through marks one of the biggest successes 
from a private company in the fight to combat the spread of this epidemic. The product 
has been adopted by the Italian government in an effort to help protect citizens.

Now, Superior Packaging, the largest trade finisher in the United States, wants to bring the 
same proactive approach to the United States.

Where did this idea come from?

Superior will donate the Superior Defense Mask to high risk non profit organizations like 
homeless shelters, food banks, non profit, child care and similar organizations. 

1 case for every 10 cases sold at wholesale.
 1 pkg for every 5 sold direct to the consumer.

Giving Back during this time of need

25 CT     SUPERIOR DEFENSE MASK (UPC: 860003645819)  SMD25PACK
100 CT     SUPERIOR DEFENSE MASK (UPC: 860003645826)  SMD100PACK

Disclaimer - This face shield is not a medical grade, N95, type of mask, 
and is not filtering air. It is a barrier to reduce the spread of airborne 

particles from typical human interactions.
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